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Political correspondent Enda Osin and his assistant Jessica Du Ross must stop Paul Hrisacopolis' twisted
political dream for Cypriot Sovereignty becoming reality. Paul must hide a secret - Isia's Secret. With an
influential position beckoning in the EU, Paul has two problems. There is an heir with hatred in his heart,
seeking revenge, and Enda digging into the family's past. Enda visits Turkey and Cyprus and avoids an
attempt on his life as he struggles to unravel Hrisacopolis' dark secret. Embarking on a cruise carrying Greek
artifacts and political allies back to Athens from Britain as part of Paul’s political campaign, Enda unfolds
the tragic tale of two women living in fear and poverty, and a murderous grandson who threatens to shock
Greek and Turkish society. When Enda and Jessica embark on the cruise, they are soon aware they are in
deadly danger and must expose an imposter, prevent a murderous conspiracy, and foil a political catastrophe.
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From reader reviews:

Lillian Owensby:

In this 21st centuries, people become competitive in each way. By being competitive today, people have do
something to make these individuals survives, being in the middle of often the crowded place and notice
through surrounding. One thing that occasionally many people have underestimated the idea for a while is
reading. Sure, by reading a reserve your ability to survive boost then having chance to stand than other is
high. In your case who want to start reading the book, we give you this specific Isia's Secret book as basic
and daily reading publication. Why, because this book is usually more than just a book.

Rosa Crowe:

Isia's Secret can be one of your basic books that are good idea. We all recommend that straight away because
this reserve has good vocabulary that will increase your knowledge in terminology, easy to understand, bit
entertaining but still delivering the information. The author giving his/her effort to put every word into joy
arrangement in writing Isia's Secret nevertheless doesn't forget the main stage, giving the reader the hottest
as well as based confirm resource details that maybe you can be one of it. This great information may drawn
you into completely new stage of crucial imagining.

Lillie Granado:

Do you one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt while you are in the book store? Try and
pick one book that you find out the inside because don't evaluate book by its handle may doesn't work at this
point is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not since fantastic as in the outside
appearance likes. Maybe you answer may be Isia's Secret why because the great cover that make you
consider with regards to the content will not disappoint an individual. The inside or content is definitely
fantastic as the outside or even cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly show you to pick up this book.

Adrian Johnson:

Within this era which is the greater man or woman or who has ability to do something more are more special
than other. Do you want to become among it? It is just simple way to have that. What you need to do is just
spending your time little but quite enough to possess a look at some books. One of the books in the top
record in your reading list is actually Isia's Secret. This book which can be qualified as The Hungry Slopes
can get you closer in growing to be precious person. By looking up and review this reserve you can get many
advantages.
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